Delivering the right bollard, at the right price, on time.

We work closely with architects and designers to make sure that the bollard you order is the right bollard for your specific need.

With over 400 bollard designs and sizes, be assured that you will receive the exact style of bollard that will protect your valuable assets and fit into the landscape layout that you and your firm intend and design.

Bollard Choices

Fixed/Embedded
Baseplate Mounted
Removable
Manual and Assisted Lift
Retractable Bollards
High Security—Deep Mount
M30—M50
Shallow Mount M30—M50

Diameters available
3”, 4”, 5”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”

Finishes
Carbon Steel with over 250+ powder coat colors
Stainless Steel polished to a #4 Finish

Bollards designed to fit all security and architectural landscape needs.
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Fixed/Embedded: Fixed/Embedded bollards are used to provide solid protection for pedestrians and to prevent vehicle intrusion.

Removable: Removable bollards are used to provide and control access for emergency and public safety vehicles. Additionally, they provide protection for pedestrians and restrict vehicle access.

Baseplate Mounted Bollards: Baseplate mounted bollards are fixed, surface-mount bollards that are mounted to the slab. These bollards are used when customer application does not allow for any embedment depth. Baseplate mounted bollards are not to be used for stopping vehicles or as a way to ensure perimeter security.

High Security Bollards: 1-800-BOLLARDS offers a complete line of High Security Shallow Mount and Deep Mount bollards. These bollards are designed for protection at the perimeter, traffic control, and pedestrian safety. Bollards come in both fixed and removable styles.

Choose from 4 different bollard caps to enhance your look:

Dome, Flat, Reveal, or Sloped.

Why We Do This

The team at 1-800-BOLLARDS has over 25 years combined experience in the field of perimeter security. That experience ensures that our customers get what they want, when they want it.

Our highly experienced team has designed and supplied bollards to military facilities, government facilities, sports stadiums and arenas, colleges and universities, cities, municipalities, retail projects such as malls, lifestyle centers, big box stores and strip malls, museums, and public and private projects all across the world.

When quality, safety, and protection are paramount, look no further.

Contact 1-800-BOLLARDS
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